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CRAFTED IN THE BAROSSA SINCE 1979.

2018 ART ‘N’ SOUL SAUVIGNON BLANC
Peter Lehmann built his winery by defying accepted wisdom, courting near 
misses and narrow scrapes, and never shirking the opportunity to challenge 
the norm. The same values exist today with our winemakers treating every 
wine as a blank canvas and their “palate” consists of fruit from more than 140 
growers. These wines are made to capture the colour and fun experienced as 
Peter Lehmann lived his dream, with all his ‘art and soul.

The Art ‘n’ Soul Sauvignon Blanc is crafted from Adelaide Hills fruit and made 
in the traditional wine style – crisp, clean and refreshing. No oak – just 100% 
stainless steel fermentation has been used to preserve acidity and define the 
intensely aromatic and dry style. 

Winemaker’s Note

This Sauvignon Blanc is a delicate, dry white wine 
with a vibrant, youthful colour. This vintage has 
produced aromas of fresh passionfruit and cut grass 
along with light lemon citrus flavours. The finish is 
crisp, dry, soft and full of varietal characteristics. 

Vintage

After reasonable Winter and Spring rainfall, 
soil moisture was adequate during the growing 
season and the Adelaide Hills vineyards exhibited 
healthy canopies heading into Summer. January 
and February were warm and dry, with higher 
temperatures in February bringing on the harvest 
quite quickly. Fortunately there was little in the way 
of extended heatwaves, with all white grapes being 
picked in the cool of the night, preserving freshness 
and quality.

Vineyards
A blend of premium vineyards located in Woodside 
and Lobethal in the Adelaide Hills.

Winemaking

The fruit was picked in the cool of the night, crushed, 
chilled and left on skins overnight to enhance flavour. 
Following cold fermentation in stainless steel tanks, 
the wine was clarified and bottled.

Enjoy
Drink young as a refreshing aperitif or accompany 
with delicate seafood and chicken dishes. Best 
enjoyed chilled.

Analysis Alc/Vol 11.0% TA 6.1g/L pH 3.17 RS 4.35g/L*

*Glucose & Fructose

Nigel Westblade, Chief Winemaker


